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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

Disturbance
Domestic
(Baker Act)

19- 115724

Woodpecker
Lane

Disturbance
Domestic

19- 115719

Traffic Stop

19- 115730

Larceny

19- 115742

10

TRAFFIC STOPS

28

BAKER ACTS

3

DATE: 12/16/2019

SUMMARY

V1 reported that S1 struck her and bit her during an altercation.
Investigation revealed S1 met baker act criteria and was
transported to SMA. No serious injuries were reported from this
incident and all parties involved refused medical treatment and/or
evaluation. Charges for DV battery will be forwarded to the SAO for
review. Report by Deputy Seeley.
Zephyr Lily Place The victim and suspect were involved in a verbal argument about
the household dog having an ear infection and how the victim
touched the dog’s ears. During the argument S1 shoved the victim
into a wall. S1 was subsequently placed under arrest for domestic
battery and was transported to the Flagler County Inmate Facility
without incident. Report by Deputy Jurec.
Belle Terre Pkwy Deputy Rossi attempted a traffic stop on a Suzuki motorcycle at
@ SR 100
Belle Terre Pkwy southbound and SR 100 for a speeding violation,
however the motorcycle accelerated and fled from Deputy Rossi.
Deputy Rossi immediately terminated the attempted traffic stop
and within minutes a motorist flagged down Deputy Stogdon about
a motorcycle that crashed on Belle Terre Blvd near Zebulahs Trail.
Upon units responding that that area, the motorcycle and its
operator that fled from Deputy Rossi were located at the curve on
Belle Terre Blvd in between the north and south intersections of
Zebulahs Trail. The operator failed to negotiate the curve, hit a
street sign and crashed the motorcycle (only vehicle involved). The
operator, S1, was uninjured and placed under arrest for fleeing and
eluding, driving while license suspended with knowledge and no
motorcycle endorsement. Case report by Deputy Rossi / Crash
report by Deputy Stogdon
Florida Park Drive O1 called 911 advising that someone had threatened to shoot him
(James Holland
while he was walking near James Holland Park but no firearm was
Park)
seen. During the investigation it was revealed that O1 and his
friend had taken a juvenile female’s purse from a bench and when
the uncle realized it was taken he confronted the males. The money
and wallet was recovered after the two admitted to taking the
items. Contact was made with the father of the victim but he did
not want to pursue charges against either male due to recovering
all of the stolen property. Report made by Deputy Faircloth

Baker Act

19- 115803

Assist Other
Agency

19- 115763

Pine Cone Drive
(Post Office)
SR 100 @ 284
MM

Adult female placed in custody under a baker act.
FHP was in pursuit of a 2003 gray BMW for traffic related charges
(reckless driving and fleeing and eluding). FHP pursued the vehicle
southbound on Seminole Woods and then northbound on US1.
Officer Zapata observed the vehicle “blackout” in the city of Bunnell
and then enter the housing authority. Cpl. Groth located the
vehicle in question unoccupied behind the Riverside Apartments.
Air One was enroute, but was cancelled due to the amount of
subjects in the area of the Riverside Apartments. The driver of the
vehicle is unknown. The vehicle was towed by FHP.

